FAST
SIMPLE
RELIABLE

FLYRANGER5
Easy-to-operate fixed-wing
VTOL UAV system

VTOL

Vertical Take-off
and Landing

maximum
range 50km

120-150 minutes
flight time

maximum 2kg
payload

portable
design

BVLOS OPERATION

VTOL TECHNOLOGY

ISM/SRD RADIO

Long range control and on-board
automatic air traffic detection and
avoidance system allows beyond visual
line of sight operation.

Combines the advantages of fixed-wing
and multirotor technologies, so there is
no need for a dedicated runway, can
take off from a simple field.
Capable of mid-flight hovering above a
fixed point.

The SDR is a control and telemetry
radio solution which ensures hasslefree operation even in an urban environment while being in compliance
with EU requirements. Available with
a NATO compatible version for military
applications.

PPK GNSS
Onboard PPK GNSS system records
exact coordinates of aerial photos
taken, which allows a precision survey
with minimal or even zero GCP (Ground
Control Point).

PAYLOAD
Several types of sensors can be
integrated on board, e.g.: Stabilized
Multisensor (EO/IR) camera, Lidar,
NDVI or RGB sensors.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
PLATFORM

SIMPLIFIED
OPERATION

A modular platform ensures the
optimal system for the task, whether
it is industrial or agricultural surveying, cartographic or law enforcement
operations.

The entire flight process is automated
from takeoff until landing. A flight plan
is created automatically based on the
area of operation.

www.rotorsandcams.com

SET UP
YOUR OWN SYSTEM

FLYRANGER5
DEFINE THE TASK

CHOOSE A CAMERA

Key elements of the FlyRanger5
system can be varied as desired,
easily optimized for a number of

ENJOY THE RESULT

Choose the one that suits your
needs. The default options are
APS-C MAP-01 or a full frame

special missions (cartography, aerial

Plan your task and let FlyRanger5 do its
job. From take-off until landing, the
autonomous

MAP-A7R. Integration of custom

documentation, intelligence)

flight

plan

ensures

speed, accuracy and the opportunity

cameras is also possible.

for validation.

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
CAMERAS & SENSORS

For vertical axis photography and documentation 24Mpixel APS-C MAP-01 and 34Mpixel
MAP-A7R Full-frame cameras are available. For military, law enforcement tasks day and
night-vision cameras with 2-axis movement capability can be integrated.

POWER

Flight time is 120 minutes with a Lithium-Polymer battery and 150 minutes with a Lithium-Ion
battery. We provide the system with an intelligent charger optimal for the selected battery type.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

By using ISM / SDR radio modules, a communications range of 50 km can be achieved in compliance
with EU standards. This range can also be achieved with NATO-exclusive frequency bands. In case of
using an LTE / 4G module there is no effective communications range limit.

GROUND CONTROL STATION

We offer a Surface Pro3 tablet with an impact resistant case as the standard ground control
system. For industrial and military applications, the impact- and waterproof Panasonic ToughBook
or ToughPad products are optional. However, the FlyRanger5 system can also be operated from a
regular laptop/notebook if needed.

PPK / RTK SYSTEM

EMLID’s on-board and ground-based elements allow for high accuracy in recording position
information and processing it after flight.

ACCESSORIES

In addition to the system’s main units we also offer portability, maintenance and battery charging/
discharging accessories.
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